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Bestsellers - Tarot & Oracle
New

Conscious Spirit Oracle Deck
Written & Illustrated by Kim Dreyer
This luminous 44-card deck is imbued with Kim Dreyer’s artistic vision and her passion for the natural and the supernatural
elements we encounter on our soul paths. She has created Conscious Spirit Oracle Deck to help guide others to a deeper level
of consciousness and a more harmonious life. The deck introduces chakras, angels, and spirit guides as it awakens the spirit
and rekindles the connection between the cosmos and the earth. The guidebook contains insightful interpretations to help you
discover the Divine Feminine wisdom each card carries. The purpose of these cards is also to awaken you to the beautiful,
unique human being that you are and to remind you that you have valuable gifts and lessons to share with all of humanity - Kim
Dreyer, from the Conscious Spirit Oracle Deck
9781572817241
44-card Deck + Booklet
R250.00
Published by US Games

Backlist
Rider-Waite Tarot Deck
Edward Waite & Pamela C Smith
In 1909, artist Pamela Coleman Smith, under the
direction of Arthur Edward Waite, created an
innovative 78-card tarot deck that would come to be
recognized as revolutionary. With descriptive
pictures on the 56 Minor Arcana cards, the RiderWaite deck digressed from the tradition of tarot
decks used for centuries and set the standard for
nearly every tarot deck published since.
9780913866139 78-card Deck + Booklet R350.00
Published by US Games Inc

Radiant Rider-Waite Tarot Deck
Pamela C Smith & Virginijus Poshkus

Poshkus has successfully undertaken the task of recolourizing an iconic tarot deck and enhancing the
beloved artwork created by Pamela Colman Smith.
His carefully chosen palette of vibrant color brings
new energy and radiance to the 78 cards of the
Rider-Waite Tarot. The updated look replaces
Smith’s thick, black outlines with subtle shading that
gives depth to the familiar scenes. Radiant RiderWaite’s enhanced brightness highlights the
traditional symbolism that readers rely on for
insightful readings.
9781572814134 78-card Deck + Booklet R350.00
Published by US Games Inc

Easy Tarot Kit
Josephine Ellershaw
& Ciro Marchetti
Ellershaw shares tips gained from more than thirty
years of experience reading Tarot cards. Using the
beautiful Gilded Tarot deck, you'll learn how the
cards link to one another and provide insight as
their unique energies merge in the Cross of Truth,
the Celtic Cross, and other spreads.
9780738711508
78-card Deck + TPB 240 Pgs
R295.00
Published by Llewellyn

The Pendulum Box
Sig Lonegren

Everything you need to enter the world of
dowsing. Swing the pendulum and it will soon
be putting you in touch with your intuition.
You can use it to answer questions, locate
objects and just have fun dowsing over the
charts. Includes a brass pendulum and chain,
designed to give you results straight away!
9781859061770
Pendulum and Chain
+ Dowsing Board + Book 224 Pgs
Published by Connections

Prices quoted are Retail including VAT and are subject to fluctuation in Exchange Rate

R180.00
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Book of Runes Kit
Ralph Blum
This work reintroduces the ancient tradition of
divination using the runic symbols. As well as
relating the history of the tradition, the symbols are
reinterpreted and made relevant to readers. This
set includes 25 hand-made rune stones and
pouch.
9781859060421 25 Runes + Pouch
R275.00
+ Book
Published by Connections

Osho Zen Tarot Kit
This tarot focuses on gaining an understanding of
the here and now. It is based on the wisdom of Zen
that says events in the outer world simply reflect
our own thoughts and feelings. So it helps us to
turn our attention away from outside events so we
can find a new clarity of understanding about what
is happening in our own innermost hearts.
9780880797542 78-card Deck + Book R560.00
Published by US Games Inc

Medicine Cards Kit
Jamie Sams & David Carson
Hard cover book with cards used for guidance,
inspiration and help finding answers to life's
questions. Now, revised and expanded to include
eight additional cards, this unique and powerful
divination system draws upon ancient wisdom and
tradition to teach the healing medicine of animals.
9780880793940
52-card Deck
R560.00
+ HC Book
Published by US Games Inc

Oracle of the Dragonfae Kit
Lucy Cavendish
New Revised Edition. In the not so faraway past,
we were Gods and Goddesses... we dwelt in
dimensional lands...Eden, Avalon, Ys, Atlantis and
Mu...we were fully alive and fully magickal. We
worked, loved and lived with all the elemental
beings...but as time wore on, we were torn away
from our strongest, most protective kin, the
Dragonfae. Now they are returning to help us heal
ourselves and save this sacred planet. This deck is
a dimensional portal to allow them to re-enter our
realm and deliver their powerful messages of love,
healing and protection for a new generation of
magickal beings.
9780980398342
43-card Deck + TPB 164 Pgs
Published by Blue Angel Gallery

R360.00

Crystal Oracle Deck
Toni Carmine Salerno

Tap into the profound healing energies of the
crystal world with this beautiful set of guidance
cards. The Crystal Oracle features 44 cards which
each draw on the energy and vibration of one
crystal, gemstone or mineral to nurture the body,
mind and soul. The guidebook lists the qualities of
the crystals featured in the deck and delivers an
inspired and healing message for each card. It also
offers a range of card spreads to ensure insightful
and accurate readings.
9780957914988
44-card Deck + Guidebook
Published by Blue Angel Gallery

Prices quoted are Retail including VAT and are subject to fluctuation in Exchange Rate

R295.00

